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Talking Terms?
Jargon Matters
“It’s better to remain silent
fine; I was immediately
and be thought a fool than to
comfortable in the culture
open your mouth and remove
and I was able to exercise
all doubt.”
my most advanced testing
These words—or their
skills. Best of all, I was able
essence—have been attribto contribute original and
uted in one form or anothuseful testing work immeer to sources as far-ranging
diately.”
as Confucius, Mark Twain
At that time, McMahon
and the Bible. Regardless
had been testing software
of its exact origins, its senand reading about it for a
Edward J. Correia
timent is indeed wise.
decade or so, but his colWhether you’re an experienced
leagues had not. “Sometimes I found
tester or a newbie, keeping abreast of
it hard to communicate. They underindustry lingo is a constant conunstood the value of what I was doing,
drum. That’s why we’ve brought you
but they lacked the experience and
the ST&Pedia, a feature starting this
background that professional testers
month that explains testing terms
have.” And they didn’t know testing
you’ve probably been hearing often,
lingo.
but might not have fully understood.
Then Socialtext hired Heusser, and
Each month we’ll identify a number of
on his first day, McMahon used the
terms and explain concepts surroundterms oracle, heuristic and charter, words
he’d previously had no occasion to use
ing them on subjects in parallel with
at this job.
our editorial calendar.
“If I had, my colleagues would have
As much as I’d like to take credit
thought I was talking about a database
for the idea, it was actually the brainor been otherwise confused.” Not long
child of Matt Heusser and Chris
after that, the two started an internal
McMahon, a pair of career developers,
wiki page for testing jargon “so that we
testers and bloggers.
could all share and use test vocabulary
Heusser in April completed his first
even as it evolves.”
speaking engagement at the Software
They’ve been regularly updating
Test & Performance conference,
the wiki ever since, and now they’re
where we first met and discussed the
sharing some of it with us. For this
idea. I will, however, take credit for the
month’s premiere, we present the
name (but only if you like it).
terms that started it all: charter, heuristic
How the concept arose is an interand oracle. These are at the heart of
esting story, and might be reflective of
exploratory testing, a manual activity
some of you. “I got this great job about
that informs your next test by the
a year ago,” said McMahon, speaking
results of the previous one.
of his testing and QA position at
Please turn to page 13 and have a
Socialtext, which makes Web-based
look at our newest feature.
collaborative tools. “When I joined,
As you explore the ST&Pedia and
the company had a Selenium-based
other features this month and in the
test automation framework in place
future, please let us know if what we’re
and lots of unit tests.”
doing is useful to you. Because, like
Despite not having a full-time
you, we strive to create a quality prodtester, he said, Socialtext valued product, and hearing from you helps us
uct quality. “I was the first professional
define the magazine’s requirements. ý
tester they had ever hired, which was
www.stpmag.com •
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Contributors
With development teams being swept up by the momentum of agility, testing teams need new skills to keep pace.
That requires a well-run build system that adapts to the
quicker turnarounds needed by new processes. In short,
it requires a system that continually builds.
TRACY RAGAN is a recognized expert on build tools
and build management systems and currently serves as
chief operating officer of OpenMake Software, the company she co-founded in 1995 as Catalyst Systems. She contributes our lead feature, beginning on page 14.

Adobe’s Flash players are everywhere—with Adobe’s recent
lifting of mobile licensing restrictions, the tool is poised for
exponential growth. How in the world can all those apps be
tested? Flash expert and consultant KRIS SCHULTZ knows
the way. Turn to page 20 to find out how.
Kris leads the Rich Internet Application Practice Group
at Resource Interactive, a Web consultancy in Ohio. In his
role as an associate director of application architecture, he
uses Flash, Flex and AJAX to design Web sites for HewlettPackard, Sherwin-Williams, Victoria's Secret and other clients.

Server virtualization is here. Can widespread desktop virtualization be far behind? Analysts have for years been predicting the move back to centralized systems. AMIR
HUSAIN on page 24 explains today’s technologies and
helps you stay ahead of the testing curve with techniques
you can apply now or any time in the future.
Amir is CTO of ClearCube, which makes blade-based centralized computing solutions and client management software. He was founder of infraManage, a systems management software company that merged with ClearCube in 2002.

L.R.V. RAMANA is a senior test manager at Virtusa India
Ltd., a software development and testing consultancy in
Hyderabad, India. Nine of his 11 years in technology have
been spent doing software testing and test management,
developing test automation frameworks and performance
strategies, and setting up and fine-tuning test processes.
Venkata identifies five areas commonly overlooked when
teams estimate the testing effort. Turn to page 29 and learn
how to avoid the results of such missed estimates, which
can include burnout, cost overruns and low team morale.

KIRAN BHUMANA has been developing software for more than eight years. He’s
currently a lead engineer at Sun Microsystems, where he architects and develops enterprise integration products. His years as a developer have taken him through many software life cycles, some of which were crunched for time; others which gave no thought
to testing whatever. Turn to page 33 to understand some of what Kiran has learned
and why he believes engineering and testing practices must forever be entwined.
TO CONTACT AN AUTHOR, please send e-mail to feedback@bzmedia.com.
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Feedback
TESTING IN SCRUM
I have read several articles in Software Test and Performance
about testing in Scrum or other agile software development
approaches, and every one of them gives the misimpression that
agile software has no documentation of the requirements; therefore, the testers must test for what the developers say the software should do, which is a moving target. This misconception
would, of course, lead to chaos and lots of rework, especially given the rate that requirements change in agile software development.
The way to make testers effective in agile software development is really quite simple:
1. When the developers “negotiate” the requirements for the
upcoming iteration with the customers, the testers must be full
participants in those conversations. This includes asking clarifying questions, pointing out where requirements are untestable,
and pointing out other gotchas that experienced testers will see.
2. The testers immediately translate the requirements that
are agreed upon in these conversations into test cases. These
test cases serve as the requirements documentation for the
upcoming iteration. As soon as
possible, the testers and developers collaborate in automating
these test cases.
3. When requirements change,
testers are immediately involved
because everyone knows that the
test cases must be changed accordingly. Note that having BAs document the requirements in ambiguous text and then testers translating them into test cases (usually
after the software has already been
developed) is wasteful and leads
to arguments about different interpretations of the textual
requirements. Going straight to unambiguous test cases avoids
the extra step and finger-pointing. It does mean that testers
should learn some BA skills. This can be accelerated by retraining some of the BAs to be testers.
Proactive participation by testers resolves the problems.
Communication is three-way, not one-way. Requirements are
documented as test cases (and everyone now knows what the
software delivered by the end of the iteration is supposed to deliver). Testers are first-class team members contributing throughout the process (not second-class members playing catchup at
the back end).
Instead of complaining, be proactive and get involved in the
entire software development process flow. It is an increase in
responsibility for testers, but this should be a welcome change.
Steven Gordon
Independent Software Developer and Agile Coach
Phoenix, AZ
FEEDBACK: Letters should include the writer’s name, city, state, company affiliation, e-mail address and daytime phone number. Send your
thoughts to feedback@bzmedia.com. Letters become the property of BZ
Media and may be edited for space and style.
JULY 2008
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Out of t he Box

Xenocode:Virtual Apps
Are Next Big Thing
System virtualization has been a boon to
developers and testers. But what if you
could virtualize applications? Now you
can, according to runtime maker
Xenocode. The recently released Virtual
Application Studio—a US$40-per-seat
environment—turns any Java, .NET or
native Windows application into a selfcontained executable, able to be e-mailed
or transported on a USB drive and executed on any modern Windows PC.
“The big problem is that [developers]
have to install the .NET framework on
the client machine” to enable someone
without the framework to run their application, said Xenocode CEO Kenji Obata
in a phone interview.
With a stable of former Microsoft
engineers and academic researchers,
the company’s first product was a virtualization engine for .NET. “We assured
that you had a known-good environment to execute your application,” said
Obata. The new version of Virtual
Application Studio adds Java, browser
and native Windows apps to its capabilities. The tool can virtualize IE and
Firefox and Apple’s Safari.
“We virtualize the registry, file system,
kernel and core operating system MDIs,”
Obata said, and also pass along application dependencies to the host operating
system, which can be Windows XP, 2003

or Vista. “You’re not at
the mercy of what’s
installed on the user’s
device—what version
of Java [or] Windows.
We make apps available anywhere, instantly and reliably. You
double-click a file and
it runs immediately.
There are no intermediate steps or other
A virtual file system allows files to be embedded in the virtual
dependencies.”
app without affecting the host machine, the company says.
What about performance? “It adds
negligible performance overhead,”
Redmond? “That’s a common misconObata claimed. “You can run dozens
ception,” Obata said. “If you were using
and dozens of Xenocoded apps without
VMware or another vital system, you
any significant performance degradawould have a licensing issue. We don’t
tion.” Don’t try that with VMware. The
put any operating system binaries [in our
tool adds about 500KB to the applicaruntime]. We use APIs exposed by the
tion payload, he added, and doesn’t
host operating system, but we circumvent
affect the application’s execution or
the operating system binaries.” What’s
underpinnings in any way.
more, Xenocode’s software is guaranteed
The company offers a free, full-feato work. “You always have the issue of
tured
version
at
www.xenocode
Microsoft slashing out a chunk of
.com/Products/Studio/ that has all the
Windows in a future operating system,
features but stops working after two weeks,
and we rely on a set of base APIs. But it’s
a period that can be extended, Obata said.
guaranteed in terms of application
There are no royalties or deployment limdependencies.”
itations with the paid version.
For now, runtimes work on Windows
How can you distribute a Windows
only, but Obata said there have been
runtime without paying royalties to
requests for a Linux version.

CAST Adds an Extra Day to Meet Legend
If you’re free in mid-July and don’t
mind traveling to Toronto, you can
meet a living legend. Jerry Weinberg,
the man generally cited as the industry’s first software tester, will be speaking at the Conference of the
Association for Software Testing, a long
name for a great learning opportunity.
It’s happening July 14-17 at 89
Chestnut, in Toronto, Ontario.
Weinberg’s full-day tutorial “The
Tester’s Communication Clinic” sold out
on July 14, so he’s agreed to host it again
on July 17. In the talk, he asserts that
JULY 2008

while working with hardware and software are indeed difficult parts of the
tester’s job, “it’s not nearly as hard as the
other half, working with people.”
The workshop will cover strategies for
being more sensitive to the needs of managers, getting more effective results from
developers, and other strategies for communicating with peers and customers.
The talk also delves into the Satir
Interaction Model, Congruence Model,
personality types and modality preferences. Weinberg also will deliver a
keynote titled “Lessons From the Past to

Carry Into the Future,” which chronicles
some of his experiences over his 50-year
career starting in 1958 with his work
developing life-critical software as part of
Project Mercury.
Other notable CAST keynotes include
“Applied Testing Lessons from Delivery
Room Labor Triage” by testing consultant Robert Sabourin and his wife Anne,
and “The Value of Checklists and the
Danger of Scripts: What Legal Training
Suggests for Testers” by Cem Kaner, the
father of exploratory testing. CAST registration fees start at US$320 for students.
www.stpmag.com •
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Find Deadlocks And
Concurrency Errors
Code security and QA tools maker
Coverity in May began shipping Thread
Analyzer for Java, claiming to be the first
to offer a tool for performing dynamic
analysis of multi-threaded applications
to find concurrency defects. Thread
Analyzer also identifies deadlocks,
Coverity said, and can work side-by-side
with the company’s static analysis tool.
Of particular interest to companies
planning to modify their single-threaded applications to take advantage of
today’s multicore systems, Thread
Analyzer also reportedly can locate
thread-shared data and identify places in
code “where locking discipline should
be introduced,” the company said.
“As demand for multi-threaded Java
application continues to accelerate, software developers are now faced with the
pressure to deliver significantly more
complex products, often on the same
tight timelines as the single-threaded
products that preceded them,” said
Coverity CTO Ben Chelf in a statement,
claiming that concurrency defects are
nearly impossible to detect manually.
Available now, Thread Analyzer for
Java integrates with Eclipse and runs on
32- and 64-bit Linux, Mac OS X, Solaris
Sparc and x86, and Windows XP and
Server 2003. It supports JDK 1.5 and
JRockit 5. Pricing was not disclosed.

New MapuSoft Tool
Is a Performance PAL
MapuSoft Technologies, which makes
code porting solutions, in April began
shipping OS Porting and Abstraction
Lab (OS PAL) 1.3 with profiling capabilities. The Profiler add-on gives the
Eclipse-based environment the ability to
collect data about applications and analyze their performance.
According to the company, the
Profiler works by analyzing the usage of
MapuSoft APIs in a project. Execution
times of those APIs over a particular
time period are compared with the average and total API execution times for
the application. Performance can then
be analyzed using the Profiler’s graphi-
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cal viewer, which displays area, bar, line,
pie and scatter charts.
OS PAL 1.3 runs on Eclipse 3.3 and
CDT 4.0, and can now generate target
project files for Eclipse CDT, Sun
Studio, QNX Momentics and Wind
River Workbench. It supports eCOS,
Linux 2.4 and 2.6, LynxOS, MQX,
Nucleus, QNX, Solaris, ThreadX,
T-Kernel, uITRON, Unix, VxWorks 5.x
and 6.x and Windows XP and CE.

VMware’s Cure For
‘Xeno(code-o)phobia’?
VMware, best known for its server and
operating system virtualization software,
this month will begin shipping ThinApp
4.0, the latest version of its application
virtualization tool that now allows communication between virtual applications
and can stream byte-level application
updates over the Internet.
According to Xenocode, a far lessknown competitor, VMware’s playing
catch-up to its Virtual Application Studio
(see previous page). “Through a feature
we call jukeboxing, we allow multiple
applications in a single virtualized environment to have access to the same
shared resources,” said Xenocode
founder and CEO Kenji Obata in a phone
interview. “We also support Microsoft’s
SXS.dll,” disputing VMware’s claim to be
the only vendor to do so. The “side-byside” dll is a manifest logger that applications use to sort out dll usage.
“With ThinApp, customers can decouple applications from the underlying OS,”
said Jeff Jennings, VMware’s vice president of desktop products and solutions.
Use of the tool, he added, helps lower
costs of application packaging, testing
and delivery.

BusyBox Spawns A
Pair of New Lawsuits
The Software Freedom Law Center filed
two more copyright infringement lawsuits in June on behalf of Erik Andersen
and Rob Landley, developers of the
BusyBox toolset for Unix.
The suits allege that Bell Microproducts and Super Micro Computer
violated terms of the GNU General
Public License, which governs the soft-

ware especially popular for use in
embedded systems and applications.
Bell Microproducts develops and
markets high-tech hardware—with an
emphasis on storage—for industry and
the enterprise. Super Micro is a Silicon
Valley maker and marketer of high-performance blade servers for running mission-critical enterprise applications.
“Before filing these lawsuits, we contacted both companies and gave them
the opportunity to remedy their violations privately, but they were continually
unresponsive,” said Aaron Williamson,
counsel for the SFLC, in a statement.
“When companies are contacted by the
SFLC or anyone else about a GPL violation, they need to respond by taking
good faith steps toward compliance.”
BusyBox is licensed under GPL version
2, which permits reuse and redistribution
of licensed source code, but requires that
downstream recipients be given the
source code too. If they don’t, “lawsuits
like this are the predictable consequence,” Williamson said. Of the previous
such lawsuits, all were settled out of court.
The lawsuits, filed with the United
States District Court for the Southern
District of New York, call for “an injunction… against each company and that
damages and litigation costs be awarded
to the plaintiffs.”

JetBrains Resharpens
Its C# VS Add-On
ReSharper 4.0 now fully supports C# 3.0.
That’s the word from Prague, the Czech
Republic home of JetBrains, which on
June 10 released an update to its add-on
for Visual Studio, getting it up to speed
with the latest version of Microsoft’s managed-environment language.
According to the company, ReSharper
4 now supports class library annotations,
solution-wide analysis for C#, code cleanup, automated refactoring and several
new or enhanced code editing features.
It also supports all other capabilities of
Visual Studio 2008, which in May got its
first Service Pack beta. The update is free
for current licensees of ReSharper 3.0 or
higher.
Send product announcements to
stpnews@bzmedia.com
JULY 2008

ST&Pedia
Translating the jargon of testing into plain English

Defining What’s Possible
We have a finite amount of time to run an infinite number of possible tests. Imagine the simplest of computer programs, one that takes a
given date and generates the next calendar day;
we call this GetNextDate. Assuming that the
software works for year 4000 BC to 4000 AD,
there would be 365*(4000+4000), or 2.9 million possibilities. That assumes the dates don’t
include timestamp or any error cases.
The typical computer program is more
complex than GetNextDate, and quickly spirals to billions or trillions of possible test scenarios. Many approaches and techniques are
designed to overcome this impossibility, to
determine the cheapest and most valuable
tests, and to use the information those tests
provide to assess the quality of the application under test.

ules, while an assessment team might state that
the module is known to be defective and move
on to assess other modules.
Other charters might include complying
with a documented process or documenting
work-arounds prior to shipping. An implicit or
vague charter can lead a team to conflict, friction and strife.

The Oracle Problem
To determine whether a test has passed, the
tester must know what the correct answer is.
For a complex financial, graphical or database
system, that might not be obvious. Documented requirements can serve as an oracle.
Other oracles might include directives from
the product owner, the say-so of the developer, or consistency with a competing product
or dictionary.

Equivalence Class Partitioning (ECP)
Partitioning is one way to take the infinite
number of possible tests and produce a subset that is much smaller yet responsible. The
idea is to break all inputs down into different
logical classes, then test at least one of each
class. In our GetNextDate example, we might
break the infinite number of days into
• The first day of a new month
• The middle of a month
• The last day of a month
• The last day of a year
• The 28th of February, non-leap year
• The 28th of February, leap year
• The 29th of February, leap year
This technique allows us to go from millions of test cases to a few dozen, but the
trade-off isn’t perfect. ECP doesn’t check for
unexpected input, such as the 32nd of
January, nor will it catch bugs created by local
optimization.

The Mission Problem
Once your team determines the impossibility of
complete testing, the next logical step is to identify the mission—the charter—you can strive
toward. Two common charters are to find the
most valuable bugs quickly and to assess the
readiness of the software to ship.
While they may sound similar, those two charters can lead your team in different directions.
For example, in a bug hunt, the team may go
after the most broken and defect-laden modJULY 2008

Matt Heusser and
Chris McMahon

Q:

What would your
answers be?

Did you exhaustively test
this? Are we doing an SVT
after our BVT? Does the
performance testing pass?
What are your equivalence
classes? Which heuristics
are you using?

CHARTER / noun
[CHAR-ter] A direction for exploratory testing.
For example, if there is a new way of handling
images in wiki pages, likely test charters might
be “examine different kinds of images for correctness” and “check that upload, download,
import and export still work correctly” and
“manage many different image files on pages.”

A:

ST&Pedia will help
you answer questions
like these and earn the
respect you deserve.
Upcoming topics:

August
Effective Unit Testing

HEURISTIC / noun
[hyoo-RISS-tik] A rule of thumb about behavior.
If all automated tests fail, it’s likely that the
script to create the test environment has failed.
Note that it is possible that the entire application is broken, but our heuristic tells us that it
is much more likely that the problem lies with
the test environment.

ORACLE / noun
[OR-ih-kul] A reference for correct behavior.
If you were testing OpenOffice.org word-processing features, the oracle for that testing
would be Microsoft Word. The oracle for correct behavior of the latest version is often the
behavior of a previous version. This is important when you don’t know what “correct”
behavior is.
Intuition can be an oracle—although it’s
often not a very good one.
Previous experience can be an oracle.
“I asked the boss what it should do” (or “I
decided what it should do”) can be oracles. ý

September
Testing the Microsoft Stack
October
Security & Code Analysis
November
Testers Choice Awards
December
Test Automation

Matt Heusser (matt.heusser@
gmail.com) and Chris McMahon
(chris.mcmahon@gmail.com) are
career software developers, testers
and bloggers.They’re colleagues at
Socialtext, where they perform
testing and quality assurance for
the company’s Web-based collaboration software.

www.stpmag.com •
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When Agile
Methods
Are In Play
Continuous
Integration Is
The Key To
A Successful
Process
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reating quality software
starts with improving the
process that is used to develop it.
It is this goal that drives agile

C

development methodologies. From the
Agile Unified Process to Scrum, the ultimate goals are the same: To improve
software quality by improving the methods used in the creative process.
JULY 2008

The heartbeat of the agile process is
continuous integration. Developers and
testers have come together on this topic
to define a consistent process to regularly check in code, build the binaries
and execute tests. This process is
referred to as continuous build and test.
Companies have invested time and
money to implement a continuous integration server process that can execute
a continuous build and test workflow.

These servers are job schedulers that
allow a workflow to be defined so that
each time a developer commits code to
the repository, the build and test
process is initiated. But this type of
workflow technology has created new
challenges, and the build scripts themselves have become roadblocks to a
Tracy Ragan is co-founder and chief operating officer of build-tools maker OpenMake.
www.stpmag.com •
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Illustration by Todd Harrison

By Tracy Ragan

CONTINUOUS BUILD

FIG. 1: CONTINUOUS BUILD UTOPIA
CI Process Initiated:
Developer checks in source
code to versioning tool.

Continuous
Integration (CI) Build
Loop

CI Process Step 2:
Static build scripts are
called to execute the build.

smooth, continuous process that meets
the demands of agile practices.
Build scripts are problematic in two
ways. First, they’re static. A build script
represents how an application should
be assembled at a certain point in time.
With agile methods, frequent changes
to source code are encouraged. And
while the source code changes frequently, the build scripts often don’t,
resulting in breakage.
Secondly, agile methods are iterative,
and small changes are encouraged.
These small changes include the
rebuilding and testing of the increment. Build scripts often don’t support
incremental builds. This means that
each time a continuous build executes,
the entire application is rebuilt, not just
the changes. A full build can take hours,
limiting the number of iterations that
can be performed in a single day.
The main challenge that we face
when embracing agile methods is not
the adoption of new procedures, but
the retrofitting of our existing tools into
the new method, or replacing old tools
with solutions that were designed with
the agile approach in mind.
Development teams strive to move
toward an agile methodology, but they
struggle to let go of familiar tools that
were designed to support waterfall
development. This is the particular
challenge that developers face when
adopting agile development methods
where manual procedures and redundant tasks must be automated or eliminated. See the “Builds: Waterfall vs.
Agile” sidebar for a comparison of this
process with the waterfall approach.
Continuous integration servers exe-
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CI Process Step 3:
Deployment scripts are
executed to deploy objects
for testing.

cute their processes on a scheduled
time frame, often called a build loop. The
build loop can be configured to run
once per hour, every 10 seconds or as
frequently as source code is changed.
Most agile teams limit the number of
builds performed due to the build’s
inability to execute on an incremental
basis.
The goal is to execute a build
process that can support frequent integration of source code changes and
delivery of binaries for testing. Figure 1
illustrates a continuous build loop initiated by a developer checking in code.
This build loop is a typical goal of the
continuous integration build.
The process makes it appear as if the
continuous integration build server
solves the continuous integration build

problem. A developer checks in updated source code, and the CI build server
executes the build process automatically.
Even though implementing this continuous integration method has provided some level of automation, the static
build scripts create problems as they
don’t change as frequently as the source
code. These static scripts rely on the
intervention of a build manager to
ensure that they’re executing correctly.
In addition, because the build scripts
can take extremely long to execute—
running sometimes for hours—the
build loop may execute only a few times
per day, preventing the agile process
from reaching its goal of being truly an
iterative process.
The ultimate goal of the continuous
integration build process is to schedule
the build loop so that it recompiles the
application each time a new change is
introduced to the source code repository. However, this goal isn’t achievable
because the compile and link scripts
themselves are static and don’t reflect
the changes required by the source
code updates. This means that if
changes to the source code also impact
how the application is assembled, the
build scripts must be manually updated
before the CI build can execute.
In most cases, the CI build will simply break, which then alerts the development team that updates to the compile and link scripts—often written in
Ant, Maven, Make or MSBuild—are
required before the build loop can complete. Figure 2 shows how the build

FIG. 2: CONTINUOUS INTERRUPTUS

Continuous
Integration (CI) Build
Loop

CI Process Step 2:
Static build scripts are called to execute
the build and build breaks. Developer reads
log from Step 5—learns that the build
script in Step 2 failed. He works to debug
problem—re-executes the build outside of
the CI build loop to make sure the build
script is corrected—replaces broken build
script and starts build loop from Step 2.
Next source code update could break build
script again.

CI Process Step 4:
Test scripts are executed.

CI Process Step 3:
Deployment scripts are
executed to deploy objects
for testing.
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loop is interrupted when a build breaks.
In this case, when the build fails, the
testing step can’t execute. When this
occurs, the agile process falls back into
a waterfall approach where a “build
manager” is contacted to correct the
Ant, Maven, Make or MSBuild scripts
before the build can be executed.
It’s not uncommon for source code
changes to have an impact on build
scripts themselves. Changes made by an
individual developer inside their IDE
that will adversely impact the continuous integration compile and link scripts
include:
• Refactoring
• Deleting
• Adding libraries and classes
• Changing compile options
• Updating dependencies
• Using different versions of thirdparty libraries
• Adding resource files
Another factor that limits the usefulness of the CI build process is the time
it takes for a build to execute. If rebuilding your entire application takes two or
more hours, the frequency of your continuous integration builds is limited to a
handful a day. The goal is to perform an
incremental build each time incremental source code changes are introduced.
For a two-hour build, by the time the
build completes, it could be invalid, as
new source code changes have already
been introduced into the application
baseline. In agile development, developers don’t stop updating code while
the build is running. The process is
intended to be non-stop.

Implementing Continuous
Build Scripts
By now it should seem obvious that the
starting point for creating a build
process for agile is to eliminate static
build scripts. To support agility, build
scripts must automatically adapt to
source code changes. Adaptable build
scripts, which can be called continuous
build scripts, are scripts that execute outside the developer’s IDE and are automatically synchronized with the source
code changes occurring inside the developer’s IDE.
Continuous build scripts aren’t static
snapshots of the application at a single
point in time, but dynamic snapshots
that change and adapt to the build
automatically each time the build is executed. A continuous build script is automatically updated just prior to the conJULY 2008

tinuous integration build using the IDE
project file as input. The continuous
build scripts support a process that synchronizes the developer’s IDE build
with the continuous integration build
running on the continuous integration
server.
Hard-coded practices
born of the waterfall
approach don’t support
the needs of an agile
process. Instead of writing
an Ant, Nant, MSBuild or
Make script for building
every object, the agile
developer uses template
scripts that don’t reference hard-coded file
names, directories or
options.
These items must be
abstracted from the build
scripts themselves using
macros. When changes
impact the build scripts,
they can be automatically
regenerated based on the
continuous build script
templates. In addition,
file names, directories
and options should come
from the IDE project file
so that the changes made
inside the IDE are immediately updated outside the IDE, ensuring that the continuous integration
build is executed against a build script
that is synchronized with the IDE.
To develop a build process that supports the synchronization of your continuous build with the source code
updates made by the developers, you’ll
need to generate your build scripts just
prior to build execution. This is possible for most development tools and
IDEs by calling the IDE’s APIs that perform the same function when the IDE
itself is running in full mode. This is
called running the IDE in headless mode.
Using Java and Eclipse as an example, you can generate your Ant
build.xml file based on information
coming from the Eclipse workspace.
You can use the Eclipse Plug-in
Development Environment (PDE) to
generate your Ant Scripts. The Eclipse
PDE allows you to run Eclipse in headless mode, giving you access to the
Eclipse Ant build.xml generation features. By doing this, you’re repeating
the build steps that were performed by
the developer when making their

•

changes inside the Eclipse IDE. The difference is that it’s happening outside
the IDE and during the continuous
build.
Challenges with this method involve
the use of dependencies. When developing this process, keep in mind the
need to track dependencies that exist outside the
Eclipse Workspace. You
also need to track and
manage the version numbers of jar files you’re
building and the jars your
application
depends
upon.
One method of resolving the dependency and
version numbering challenge is to create a continuous integration workflow
that first validates version
numbers; then executes
the specific Ant builds in
the correct order. The
order of execution and
version numbers must still
be managed manually,
but the scripts themselves
become more adaptable
to support the continuous
build process.
For example, if one of
your developers performed a refactoring inside the IDE,
your build would then be able to quickly regenerate the build scripts just prior
to the build execution without requiring someone to manually hard-code the
refactoring updates in the build scripts.
For more information on how to implement templated build scripts for Eclipse
development, go to http://help.eclipse
.org/help33/index.jsp and view the
Generating Ant Scripts from the Scripts
section found in the Task section of the
Plug-in Development Environment
Guide. This will explain how to use the
Plug-in Development Environment
(PDE) to generate Ant scripts.

To resolve
dependency and
version numbers,
create an
integration
workflow that
validates version
numbers.

•

Iterative Builds for Fast
Continuous Building
Build speed is the second challenge
that has surfaced from the continuous
build loop. Not only should builds not
break because of a simple source code
change, but they also should run as
quickly as possible. Builds must execute
efficiently to support a maximum number of builds per day. The goal should
be a build for every check-in, perwww.stpmag.com •
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formed incrementally. As developers
check in their source code changes, a
build should execute to determine how
those changes may have impacted the
application.
This practice is truly the heartbeat of
the continuous integration effort, but
checking in source code doesn’t automatically integrate that change into the
overall application. The build step performs that integration, and the continuous integration process is therefore only
as “continuous” as the build itself can
support. A build that takes two hours
can support a maximum of four continuous integrations in an eight-hour day.
To achieve the goal of a build for
every check-in, you need build scripts
with the intelligence to determine
which objects need to be rebuilt. This is
referred to as build decision making with
build avoidance. Without build avoidance, the entire application is rebuilt
every time, even binaries that weren’t
changed. Also known as clean-all builds,
these are inefficient and redundant, but
are often performed when scripts lack
the intelligence to sort out what needs
to be rebuilt and in what order. There
could be hundreds of class files or
source objects to re-compile and re-link,
sometimes taking several hours,
depending on the number of objects
that make up the application.
Reducing the redundancies in the
build step is the most efficient method
of decreasing build times. Build avoidance provides an iterative build process
that supports the iterative nature of
continuous integration builds and
agile development methodologies.
Build avoidance is the process of executing builds on a continuous basis,
rebuilding only the objects that are out
of date based on new source code
changes.
Build avoidance is best done
through source code scanning, dependency management and date time checking. Once a common practice in C programming using Gnumake processing,
build avoidance has now become a lost
art. You can bring it back in style by
adding some intelligence to your build
scripts to perform some basic source
code checking prior to the build.
Defining a build process that uses
build avoidance is possible with most
languages and build engines. If you’re
writing your scripts using Apache Ant,
you can use Ant attributes such as
depends to sort out the order in which
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UILDS: WATERFALL VS. AGILE
For most development teams, the build process is deeply rooted in manual scripts that are
static in nature.To take full advantage of continuous integration, the build process must be
non-redundant and adapt to a changing source code base. Often code changes take place
inside the IDE, but manual build scripts that support the creation of binaries outside of the
IDE are static and managed manually. Therefore, there is an inconsistency between the
developers’ frequent source code changes inside the IDE and what occurs during the continuous build outside the IDE.
If you think about how build scripts were implemented in the waterfall approach, you can
clearly see the problem. With waterfall, builds are done infrequently. Weekly or monthly
“system” builds are the standard.This means that once a week, or month, developers check
in their changes and the build manager, an individual assigned to manage the build scripts,
begins working on the build. They update the scripts as needed, often taking the individual
build scripts and merging them with a system build script. They execute the system build
and fix problems as the build breaks. This continues until a successful build is performed.
With an agile continuous integration build, there is no luxury of time to sort out the system build. A system build occurs each time the continuous integration server executes—
preferably each time source code is checked into the source code repository. There is little
time to have a build manager update the scripts each time a source code change impacts
the build.

objects need to be recompiled. If you’re
using Maven, the uptodate tag will provide this functionality.
Using MSBuild as an example, it’s
helpful to understand how to add these
types of calls to your build engines.
MSBuild uses transform statements that
allow you to define builds incrementally
by comparing the date and timestamps
of the source to the object to determine
which objects need to be re-compiled or
re-linked. In the following MSBuild
XML code sample, any files in the
@CSFile collection item that are newer
than the output helloworld.exe will
cause helloworld.exe to rebuild. If the
files in @CSFile collection item are
older than helloworld.exe, a rebuild
won’t occur.
<Target Name=”CI Build”
Inputs=”@(CSFILE)”
Output=”helloworld.exe”
<Csc
Sources=”@(CSFile)”
OutputAssembly=”helloworld.exe”/>
</Target>

If your builds are running more
than one hour, it’s likely worth the
effort to revamp your build scripts and
add build avoidance. It can drastically
reduce build times by steering clear of
the “clean all.” To move development
practices away from the waterfall
approach and toward the more
dynamic agile methods, you’ll need to

upgrade the way builds are managed
and remove inefficient and redundant
build structures. The ability to execute
continuous integration builds using
continuous build scripts that stay synchronized with the IDE will provide
the most immediate improvements
and keep your builds from breaking
and your continuous processes from
grinding to a halt.
Technology for implementing continuous build scripts is readily available. Once the agile developer recognizes the waterfall nature of static
build scripts and how static scripts create roadblocks in the agile process, the
use of continuous build scripts will
become the standard method for performing builds when agile methods
are implemented.
Putting workflow on top of old
scripts from waterfall methods isn’t
enough to support a continuous and
agile build process. Use build avoidance to reduce build times. Shorter
build times equal more builds, and
more builds equal more frequent integrations. Developers get immediate
feedback about the correctness of
code changes and how those changes
integrate with the code baseline. Automatically maintaining build scripts
and reducing builds from hours to
minutes is critical to achieve a truly
continuous and agile build process. ý
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By Kristopher Schultz

testing HTML-based applications enough
to fill the tester’s toolbox.
RIAs—Web apps implemented in Adobe
Flash or Flex, Microsoft Silverlight, AJAX
and myriad other technologies—have a very
different architecture than traditional Web
applications built using the familiar formatted request/response metaphor. As a result,
we must apply new testing techniques and
metrics to ensure the quality of the RIAs
people increasingly crave.
Flash continues to be one of the most
popular platforms for deploying RIAs. In
my role as an RIA architect, I often mentor
teams that are new to Flash application
development. They’re typically coming
from the world of traditional HTML apps,
and when I see these teams struggle to
apply their old knowledge and testing
techniques to this new and different space,
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I’m frequently reminded of how difficult a
transition this can be. The pieces just
don’t fit, and these teams usually don’t
know why.
To help teams get over that initial
hump, I began sharing with them four
essential testing practices that I’ve
observed as being critical for Flash application success. As I describe each of these
practices, I use the term “Flash” to mean
any application that runs on top of the
Flash Player. Over the years, many tools
have been released that allow development of Flash-based applications. They
include Adobe’s Flash authoring and Flex
Kristopher Schultz is lead developer with Resource
Interactive, a Web design and development consultancy, where he specializes in Flash and Flex development.
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T

he increasing popularity of the rich Internet application (RIA) has
shaken up the status quo. No longer are the techniques and metrics for

Builder tools, the OpenLaszlo toolset
and others. The following practices
apply to applications built with any of
these tools.

Test Over Multiple
Connection Speeds
With traditional HTML-based applications, a user’s connection speed has
only one simple and direct impact on
the application: It affects how responsive the user perceives the application
to be. Since most users have been conditioned to accept pretty sluggish
responsiveness from Web applications
(relative to, say, desktop applications)
testing over multiple connection
speeds is usually not considered
critical.
In a Flash application, connection
speed affects not only perceived per-

When Web
Sites Are Your
Business,
Testing’s No
Laughing
Matter

formance, but
also can reveal
unintended discrepancies in the
way the application functions. To
understand
why
these behavior discrepancies
might
exist, you need to first understand a fundamental difference between HTML
and Flash programming.
In HTML application programming, all processing—everything from
business logic to user interface updating—is done on the server. Server
code typically runs in synchronous
fashion, which simply means that one
processing instruction won’t begin
until the previous processing instruction has finished. A typical synchronous processing flow is illustrated in
Figure 1.
The sequential nature of synchronous programming results in predictable behavior every time the appliJULY 2008

cation runs. Programmers like writing
synchronous code because of its runslike-it-reads nature. Synchronous programming, however, is appropriate
only in situations where it can be guaranteed that no single processing
instruction will take more than a few
hundred milliseconds to complete. If
it takes longer than that, the application will appear to “freeze” for a period of time until the step completes.
Luckily, in the controlled confines of
an application server, the guarantee of
fast execution time for each processing instruction can usually be made
with confidence.
In Flash programming, much of the
processing takes place on the client.

Processing tasks such as tracking and
managing the application’s state,
interpreting user gestures (clicks, rollovers, etc.), and updating the application’s visual appearance, for example,
are all handled by the client. These
tasks are accommodated handily by
synchronous programming. But there
are certain other tasks that must be
delegated to the server. These include
retrieving data, loading file assets and
storing persistent data (data that must
stay around even after the user closes
the Web application).
Since this delegation requires activity “over the wire,” there’s no guarantee of the near-instant execution time
required by a synchronous programming model. These activities may take
from two to 20 seconds or more to
complete. Using synchronous programming to implement these tasks
would result in a complete lockup of
the application’s user interface until
the tasks have completed. That just
wouldn’t be acceptable. To avoid this,
programmers must turn to asynchronous programming.
Asynchronous programming enables one processing task to take place
during an indeterminate period of
time (“in the background”) while
other unrelated processing tasks continue uninterrupted. When the asynchronous task completes, the application is notified and picks up with any
additional processing that is meant to
follow the asynchronous tasks. This
flow is illustrated in Figure 2.
Asynchronous code is more difficult to write than synchronous code.
The order in which asynchronous
operations will complete can‘t be predicted. Neither can the duration of
those operations. As a result, it’s challenging for a programmer to be confident that code is written in a way that
will gracefully handle all possible
sequence and timing outcomes.
Add to this the fact that most developers test their code directly from
their local hard drive or from a server
on their local network, which affords
near-instantaneous response, even for
asynchronous operations. Because of
this, under these conditions, it’s difficult for timing-related logic flaws in the
application to be discovered during
development. This is why testing over
multiple connections is important.
The most manageable and consistent way to do this sort of testing is
www.stpmag.com •
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with a network throttling utility. These
utilities usually work by acting as local
network proxies that sit between the
Web browser on your local computer
and the Internet.
A number of these
tools are available. My
preferred choice is the
Charles Web Debugging
Proxy
(www.xk72.com
/charles/). In addition to
letting you simulate slow
connection speeds, network latency and other
network traffic attributes,
it provides detailed information about all of the
data flowing into and out
of the Flash application at
any given time.
When testing over multiple connection speeds,
here are a few things to
look for:
When a user initiates
an action that requires
communication with the
server (loading images,
retrieving or posting data, etc.), is the
user given appropriate visual feedback
that something is happening?
When an asynchronous operation
completes, is the success or failure of

the action clearly communicated to
the user?
Does rapid user interaction with
the application, especially over slow
connections, confuse it or cause it to
become unresponsive?

•

Test With Multiple
Browsers
One of the benefits of
building a Web application
in Flash is that the Flash
Player provides consistent
capabilities and UI rendering across all platforms and
browsers. This eliminates
most of the issues that
make cross-browser testing
such a necessity (and so
frustrating) for HTMLbased applications. However, despite the unwavering consistency of the Flash
Player itself, there are a few
discrepancies
between
browsers that can affect
Flash applications.
A Flash application is
deployed as a SWF file that must be
embedded in an HTML page for a user
to access it. Some browsers support this
embedding through the use of the
<object> tag only. Others support it

Flash apps
are often highly
susceptible to
variations in
the CPU.

•

FIG. 1: SYNCHRONOUS PROCESS FLOW
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Send HTML page to user’s browser
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through the <embed> tag only. Still others will obey either tag. To confirm that
the page developer has included both
tags and has configured them both
appropriately, you’ll need to test across
all target browsers that are meant to be
supported by your application.
Additionally, browsers vary in the
way they resolve relative URLs that
may be referenced by the Flash application. If the application’s programmers haven’t properly accommodated
this disparity, the application may
work fine in some browsers, but might
not be fully functional in others.
Testing across multiple browsers will
validate whether the application’s programmers have successfully protected
against this.

Test on ‘Weak’ Machines
Much like video game software, applications built with Flash are often highly
susceptible to variations in the CPU and
video processing power of the machines
they run on. The similarity to video
games is no coincidence.
Like any modern video game engine,
the Flash Player contains an extremely
advanced and versatile graphics rendering subsystem capable of rendering
complex vector graphics, real-time antialiasing, compositing of multiple graphic layers, live graphic filter processing
and many other CPU-intensive feats.
And it often has to do all of these things
repeatedly at a rate of 30 times per second or more.
Luckily, the engineers of the Flash
Player have done an amazing job of
making all of this graphics processing
power extremely efficient. Still, just
like in the video game world, every
new efficiency that is gained is often
counteracted by more liberal use of
the graphic processing capabilities by
an application’s user interface and
interaction designers.
To ensure an acceptable experience
for your application’s users, you should
define a set of desired minimum system
requirements for your application up
front, and then test against those
JULY 2008
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requirements by running the application on a “weak” machine that matches
those minimum requirements. These
requirements should include CPU type
and speed, amount of RAM and video
processor specs. They don’t need to be
shared directly with your end users. but
should be communicated with the userinterface designers and programmers
up front so that they can make design
and programming decisions with those
minimum requirements in mind.

Test Against Older Flash
Player Versions
When developing an application using
Flash, early in the development
process you must decide which version
of the Flash Player to target. Each new
version of the Flash Player released
over the years has added new capabilities and improvements for Flash
designers and programmers to take
advantage of.
The factors involved in this decision are many and varied... and are
outside of the scope of this article. But
regardless of how your team decides
on which version of the Flash Player to
target, make sure to test your application against previous versions of the
Flash Player to confirm that your app
exhibits the behavior you expect in
these situations.
There are three different options
you can choose for how you’d like
your application to react when a user
tries to access it with an old version of
the Flash Player. The first option is to
simply provide the user with alternate
HTML content or an alternate nonFlash version of your application.
The second option is to display an
HTML page that prompts the user to
visit Adobe’s site and install the latest
version of Flash before proceeding.
The third option is to trigger the
Express Install feature provided by
many older versions of the Flash
Player. Express Install provides a more
streamlined and user-friendly upgrade
experience that doesn’t require the
user to leave your site to finish the
JULY 2008

upgrade process (in most cases).
Regardless of which approach you
choose, you’ll need to confirm that
the selected behavior has been implemented correctly in your application.
To do this requires that you test with at
least two different versions of the
Flash Player—the exact version you’ve
defined as your target (for example,
Flash Player 9.0.28), and the version
that immediately preceded it (for
example, Flash Player 9.0.16). You’ll
find archived versions of all previously
released Flash Player versions, as well

as instructions for installing and uninstalling the Flash Player, at adobe.com
/go/tn_14266.
Every Web application, whether
Flash-based or not, will inevitably have
specific test cases that must be identified and executed to validate its behavior and performance. But the handful
of test practices described here are
universally required for all Flash applications. Following these practices consistently will help you avoid many of
the common pitfalls that are unique to
RIA development. ý

FIG. 2: ASYNCHRONOUS PROCESS FLOW
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Explore This Strange New World And
Learn What It Takes to Tame and Test It

By Amir Husain

V

irtual Desktop Infrastructure, or VDI, is fast becoming the new IT
frontier. While the extinction of the PC—essentially unchanged

since 1983—is still some years ahead, a
major change is afoot, to a model
where virtual machines form the basic
building blocks for computing in an
enterprise.
Instead of an environment being
stored on a local PC and a physical hard
disk, processor and memory, VDI promises to free the OS, applications and
data from the constraints of that noisy,
dusty and failure-prone box that IT has
such a deep love-hate relationship with.
Within this new frontier, the virtual
machine is the PC, and can reside anywhere on a network anywhere in the
world. To gain access to applications,
the client could be a PC, a dumb terminal, a smart phone, a wireless tablet or
something yet to emerge. Given the
potential of this fundamental architectural shift, an increasing number of system components are being launched or
developed by companies—Dell, HP,
IBM and Microsoft among them—that
will ease the adoption of VDI.
But perhaps more interestingly, a
number of innovative, mid-sized companies, such as ClearCube with its Sentral
VDM Platform, Virtual Iron, Parallels
and others, are breaking new ground
with key pieces of VDI technology.
This article will introduce you to the
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure and
focus on some of the testing concerns
that such architectures bring about.

Photograph by Alexander Hafemann / Photo Manipulation by The Design Diva, NY

System Components
The typical system components required to deploy a VDI solution are:
Connection brokers. These are software
applications that at minimum create a
bond—an allocation or mapping—
between an end user and the virtual
machine. More sophisticated connection brokers will support mappings for
both end users (i.e., LDAP/Active
Directory accounts) and physical terminals (thin clients at a particular location, a kiosk, for example).
Virtual machine managers. These
applications allow a hypervisor and
associated virtual machines to be managed. For instance, many VM managers
Amir Husain is CTO of ClearCube Technology,
which makes centralized systems for desktop
computing.
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provide cloning capabilities to easily
duplicate an existing virtual machine.
Other commonly used functions
include remote VM power management and configuration management
(increasing or decreasing the amount
of RAM, etc.). Some VM managers also
manage aspects of the VM life cycle,
including creation, deployment and
removal.
Load balancers. Most VDI architectures support the assignment of pools
of virtual machines to groups of users.
In this way, any available VM from the

•
Testing can focus
on functionality,
security, ease-of-use,
performance and
scalability.

•
assigned pool can be used by someone
belonging to the group. Sophisticated
products will further provide load balancing capabilities so that the best
available, or least loaded, virtual
machine is assigned to a user just signing in to the system.
Several hardware products, such as
those made by Cisco and F5 Labs, provide some form of load balancing.
However, a non-integrated hardware
load balancer introduces an additional
level of complexity to the system and
can’t “introspect” the VMs well enough
to know all the details concerning their
state. Software load balancing solutions
are preferable for a VDI setup.
Hypervisors. Ultimately, the hypervisor is what hosts and runs the virtual
machines. In a VDI environment, there
are typically dozens of instances of
hypervisors running on servers and

blades in the datacenter. Each hypervisor is in turn hosting a number of virtual machines. Since the user experience is being “remoted” from the
hypervisor, many factors that aren’t of
great concern for server virtualization
become paramount in the VDI context.
Some of these include the quality of display redirection, and USB and peripheral redirection.
Other components. Numerous other
components are required for a VDI
setup. These typically include a database that interfaces with the connection broker, an application server, regular systems-management clients for
alerting, inventory and health, remote
control tools such as VNC and thinclient management tools. These tools
and components are beyond the scope
of this article.

Setting up a Test Environment
A VDI environment is fairly complex,
and correct setup of the environment is
critical. Testing can focus on functionality, security, ease-of-use, performance
and scalability. Initial discussion will be
restricted mostly to these areas, and will
then delve deeper into the performance
and scalability aspects of VDI testing.
Create a checklist of access devices
you’ll be testing. VDI environments typically involve more than one type of
end-user access device. There could be
PCs, thin clients and perhaps even
tablets and smart phones. It is also
important to know what kind of network access they will have. Another
important component is the software
client that allows the connection back
to the data center. On a thin client, this
would most commonly be either Citrix
ICA or Microsoft’s RDP, but other
brands might use other protocols. For
instance, ClearCube uses PCoIP, and
Wyse uses TCX.
The minimal information you want
to collect in order to plan the environment is as shown in Table 1.
The next question regards the
peripherals to be supported by the VDI.
Some requirements might be devicespecific. For instance, users on one type
of terminal might require only a USB
disk, while other devices might need a
webcam for conferencing. Since complex issues are involved with remote
device redirection, it’s important to collect requirements around the types of
www.stpmag.com •
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devices the environment will have to
support and to validate them carefully.
Finally, there’s the network. When
the thin client and the server hosting
the virtual machine are connected to
the same switch, things may perform
just fine. But once a few hops are
added, latencies are increased and connection reliability can suffer. The user
experience may become unbearable.
Based on my experience with VDIs
using dozens of client devices and
numerous access protocols, this
extremely important area requires careful attention. If the VDI environment
you’re validating includes devices that
are geographically distant from the
data center, that environment should
be replicated as closely as possible in
the lab. Some thin clients designed for
high-performance LAN operation simply won’t work when network performance degrades beyond a certain point.

between the machine running the VDI
management software and the racks
containing the blades/servers hosting
the end-user VMs. In either case, a
WAN link should be emulated between
the physical machines hosting the VMs
and the client devices that are to be
used by remote workers.
Typically, a VDI environment contains hundreds of virtual machines.
This is where the VM cloning feature
available in different hypervisor prod-

Conversely, slower protocols such as
RDP are normally more tolerant of network reliability issues.
Make sure you have extra switches
or other methods of adding hops to
packet route, and tools to emulate network traffic and packet loss. If you’re
testing for a scenario with a centralized
data center and dispersed users, you
can host the VDI management software, the hypervisors and the virtual
machines all on the same network. If
the scenario involves remote management of multiple datacenters, you
would typically emulate a WAN link

ucts turns out to be handy. Once you’ve
created one reference image the “hard
way” (by manually installing the operating system and applications), it can be
easily replicated with cloning. If for
some reason, you can’t use the cloning
feature, simply copying the virtual
hard-disk file and creating a new VM
definition pointed to the copied file
will work in most instances. If you do
things this way, though, make sure to
fire up the new VM independently and
change the hostname before other
duplicated virtual hard disks cause a
naming conflict.
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TABLE 1: KNOW YOUR ENVIRONMENT
OS

Client
SX/Protocol

Network

TermPro

Win CE

PCoIP

10/100/1000

VT-100

ThinOS

TCX and RDP

GreenDream

No OS

ICA

10/100/1000

VT-52a

Fiddler

TCP

10/100

Device Type

10/100

Terminal Toolbox
Since the VDI is network intensive, the
standard test toolkit should include a
packet sniffer, a TCP/UDP port scanner, an SNMP-based discovery utility, a
network traffic emulator and the everuseful traceroute, ping and nslookup
utilities.
Be prepared to write scripts for testing peripherals on the VDI. My personal favorite is Perl, a veritable Swiss army
knife for quickly whipping up test
scripts. For example, to test whether a
particular thin client remains reliably
connected across a WAN, use Perl to
move a large file and monitor performance as it’s being transferred.
There are dozens of other end-user
scenarios relative to peripherals that
you must validate, many of which take
place simultaneously once the VDI goes
live. So it’s important to add scale and
concurrency to tests. Once one copy
script reliably completes its job, replicate that and other operations across
many thin clients and VMs simultaneously. Depending on your level of
scripting writing proficiency, you also
could add time stamps and basic logging or reporting that can be used to
further analyze the performance of
your system.
You’ll also need to emulate the
simultaneous usage of a large number
of VMs the way an end user might make
use of them. This means interacting
with applications, loading Web sites,
typing in a word processor and e-mail,
moving windows around, etc. The best
way to do this is to characterize the
kinds of users you expect to support
with your VDI environment and the
types of applications they need. You
could then create macro scripts for
each user type where the script exercises the specific applications that user
will be using frequently. Once you
deploy these scripts on the VMs (for
application interaction) and your thin
clients (for automated, randomized
log-ins via the Connection Broker),
JULY 2008
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you’re in a position to simulate the
usage characteristics for your target
environment.

Methodology and Metrics
While there are unending lists of objective metrics you can gather,
here are some examples of the
kinds of things you should be
measuring for each user and
device type:
• CPU utilization within a VM
• Memory utilization within
a VM
• Network utilization under
different connection protocols
• Peripheral performance
(for example, time taken
to copy a specific file to a
PC vs. to the user’s VM)
Tests also should validate
performance at a subjective
level by involving actual end users.
After all, it is they who will be the ultimate arbiter of the acceptability of
performance. I recommend that you
set up your environment and run automated macros that emulate user
behavior. Then, under these loaded
conditions, allow a human user to con-

nect to a virtual machine and go
through their normal set of tasks. Ask
them to note areas where performance wasn’t acceptable.
For instance, if a user isn’t satisfied
with the application loading speed, you

•

tions, you can even conduct blind tests
in which a user is asked to guess
whether he’s connected to a PC or a
thin client. In many instances, particularly those involving basic productivity
applications or a Web browser, it’s hard
to tell the difference.
VDI presents a new and
compelling model for desktop
computing in which a “disembodied” PC places minimal
components at the desktop
and relies on servers to carry
the computing load. This
architectural shift back toward
the centralized computing of
old presents advantages of
security, reliability, failover,
uptime and lower total cost of
ownership.
At the same time, the challenges include the complexity
of the model and the inherent
constraints of the network. Diligent
requirements analysis combined with
thorough testing focused on the specific needs and environmental characteristics of a customer will allow VDI
platforms to deliver significant advantages without compromising the user
experience. ý

If a user isn’t satisfied with the
application loading speed, restrict
the number of VMs on a server.

JULY 2008

•
may have to restrict the number of VMs
simultaneously running on a server,
increase physical memory or improve
the storage subsystem.
With a capable thin-client device,
good network connectivity and an
application set that contains no multimedia or graphics-intensive applica-
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Five Fatal Flaws
Of Estimating
Tests
By Avoiding
Some Usual
By L.R.V. Ramana

Mistakes,
You Can Help
Your Team
Dodge Low
Morale, Cost

Overruns
And Burn-Out

E

stimation is among the key activities in software engineering. Based on my reading and

experience, a most common reason for failed projects is inefficiency in the estimation process. Inaccurate estimates lead not only
to delivery failures, but also to burnt-out and unmotivated employees, loss of reputation and cost overruns. Worst of all, such inefficiencies can lead to
missed market opportunities.
While tools and approaches can help refine
estimates, tools often can’t compensate for
gaps in the way people perform the estimation
activity. Estimate inefficiencies or errors could
be a result of lack of knowledge of the
process of estimation or failure to adhere to
a prescribed estimation model. Such failures
also can be a result of an oversight by the
estimation team.
In my experience, teams make five common mistakes teams when estimating this
effort. Taking software test-effort estimation
process as an example, a study of these mistakes
can help test managers not only improve their
estimate quality, but also come up with more accurate and dependable estimates.

Flaw 1: Asking the Wrong Questions
Most of us must have had to estimate an effort with minimal
or no documented requirements. Or when present, requirements might be single-line statements such as “We need to
develop a Web-based application for a banking client,” or
“We’re planning to support product migration from
version 2.4 to 3.0.”
If we’re lucky, we might be provided with a copy of
L.R.V. Ramana is senior test manager at
Virtusa, a development consultancy in
Hyderabad, India.
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the requirements, giving us a 50,000-foot
overview of the product’s business functionality. While this is definitely helpful
input, it’s in no way complete enough to
give the vital data needed for planning
the test effort. Most teams would try to
come up with estimates based on past
experience, rules of thumb or gut feeling.
As a first step toward defining a reliable estimate, test teams must learn to ask
the right questions. The answers will help
increase estimate accuracy and identify
incomplete requirements. Below are
examples of helpful questions. As you
read them, think about the twin objectives of increasing estimate accuracy and
identifying incomplete requirements:

ple: Java, .NET, etc.)?
• Technology that the team isn’t familiar
with (Example: Web 2.0, AJAX)?
• Test environment on which tests need
to be executed?
• Multiple operating systems with multi-

to be performed?
• Functional regression tests (manual)?
• Functional regression tests (manual)
and automated tests?
• Functional regression tests (manual
and automated) performance test?
• Functional regression tests, performance tests, database testing, application
security testing, third-party integration
tests, etc.?
Answers to these questions will give
the estimating team a better understanding of the requirements, make
them better able to identify task complexity and dependencies, allow them
to fine-tune the scope and come up with
a predictable and accurate estimate.

•
Test teams must
learn to ask the right
questions. The answers
will help increase
estimate accuracy.

What point in time are we estimating?
• As part of a bidding/pre-sales activity?
• During project inception?
• Midway through the project?
Who is estimating?
• An expert team with good experience
on the product and domain?
• A normal team with basic understanding of the domain and no product
knowledge?
• A greenfield team with no knowledge of
the product or domain?
What technology is being used to develop the
product?
• Commonly used technologies (Exam-

Flaw 2: Arranging
Activities Illogically
Having asked the right questions, it’s now
important that the key activities are
arranged in a logical manner, one that
reflects the hierarchy of the activities and
the interrelation between them. While
it’s not essential to include this task as
part of your estimation process, doing so
will bring extra clarity, remove ambiguity
and help ensure that your estimates are
more accurate and reliable.
There are multiple ways to arrange
the activities. One simple method is to list
them using a Work Breakdown Structure

•
ple browsers or a single operating system with multiple browsers?
• Connection to test environment over
VPN?
• Testing on a local test environment?
What are the different kinds of tests that need

FIG. 1: A SAMPLE WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

Test Effort Estimation
Requirements
Phase

Test Planning

Test Designing

Test Reporting

Gather Functional
Requirements

Define Test
Strategy

UAT Test Cases

Gather Non-Functional

Identify UAT
Scenarios

Functional
Test Cases

Infrastructure

Generate Test
Reports

Document
Test Plan

Non- Functional
Test Cases

Test Data

Test Reporting

Requirements
Performance

Set Up Test
Environment

Security

Functional

Automation

Usability

Non-Functional

Performance

Build Acceptance
Tests

Architecture

Security

UAT Tests

Framework

Usability

Functional Tests

Reviews & Updates

Non-Functional
Tests

Requirement
Review & Updates

One Time Activity
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Occasional
Activity

Deployment

Gather Test
Information

Daily
Weekly

Repeats with Each
Test Cycle
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(WBS) model. This approach not only
provides a picture of all the activities, but
helps in identifying activities that are
missing and that could potentially impact
the estimates. This approach also helps
in sequencing the tasks and eliminating
duplicate activities and those that might
be out of scope.
Figure 1 shows a sample WBS for a
testing project. The level of detail can be
adjusted based on the project’s needs
and complexity.

FIG. 2: A SAMPLE ESTIMATION DONE RIGHT

Flaw 3: Failure To
Understand the Multiplier Effect
With the basics in place, the team doing
the estimation should now focus on identifying factors or tasks that tend to
increase the effort with every additional
test cycle. While activities such as gathering and analysis of test requirements, test
planning and designing (test case creation) are one-time events (i.e., the effort
doesn’t get multiplied with the number
of planned test cycles), activities such as
execution and reporting are examples of
tasks that change with each additional
test cycle.
We see in the WBS illustration in
Figure 1 an example of tasks that have
hours or some other unit. If it’s referfixed effort. We see also tasks with effort
ring to days, the total effort would be 72
fixed per-iteration but that vary with each
days. But if the effort is in hours, the
additional iteration. Teams should be
total effort would be nine days (72 hours
wary of such multiplier effects and adjust
@ eight hours per day). To avoid ambitheir effort accordingly.
Figure 2 illustrates a sample TABLE 1: NUMBERS CAN MISLEAD
of an estimate that groups tasks
No.
Activity
by considering their effect in
1
Training on application functionality
response to changes in the
2
Test planning
number of test cycles.

Flaw 4: Inconsistencies In
the Measurement Criteria

3

Test designing

50

4

Environment setup

5

5

Populating test data on test environment

While experienced teams
ensure that estimates are stated using a
common unit of measure such as hours
or person-days, I’ve often seen different activities measured in different
units. While failing to use a common
unit of measure can certainly be considered bad practice, a more critical
error would be to not specify the units
of measurement at all. Though unintentional, such errors can make the
estimates unreliable, confusing or irrelevant.
Refer to Table 1 to determine how
it could be improved.
While Table 1 seems to indicate the
effort required, a closer look reveals that
the numbers are misleading. It’s not
clear whether the stated effort is in days,
JULY 2008

of occurrence and their dependencies
and adjusting the estimates to sufficiently
cover the risks.
While the most straightforward
approach would be to increase the total
effort by a fixed percentage,
other models are more complex. Irrespective of the techEffort
nique, it’s essential to compen5
sate in some way for these vari10
ables.

guity, it’s critical to specify the units of
measure when shoring the estimates.

Flaw 5: Not Compensating For
Risks and Dependencies
Even the best estimates can be wrong.
While the team might have done a good
job in identifying activities and estimating the effort accurately, it’s always possible that the estimated effort didn’t
account for risks and dependencies. In
such estimates, they’re unreliable.
Risks and dependencies can be delays
in response, gaps in communication and
a host of other factors (both external and
internal). Teams can avoid errors in estimates if they spend time in identifying
such risks by considering the probability

Lessons Learned

Estimation is a critical task in
software development and
testing. A well-thought-out estimate
can bring in business benefits and
move the project toward success, but a
bad estimate can result in cost overruns delays and loss of business opportunities.
While the estimation workflow is
straightforward, it’s important for teams
to focus on asking the right questions,
verifying that all activities are covered,
identifying activities that can vary
depending on the number of test cycles,
converting the estimates into a common
unit of measure and finally, adjusting the
estimates for risks and dependencies.
This simple five-step approach will help
improve your estimates by making them
more accurate. ý
2
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Testing and Development:

Together Forever

The Two Efforts Should Never Be Seen
As Separate—Especially by Management

S

oftware testing and development go
hand in hand. The two are different

disciplines, of course, and testing tasks are performed well apart from those of development. But
from the point of view of management, the two
must go hand-in-hand to deliver a quality product.
To the experienced software engineer or architect,
of course, none of this comes as a great revelation.
But as fresh blood flows into the development workJULY 2008

place, basic software engineering and management
concepts occasionally need to be refreshed.
Some of my colleagues believe that testing
cycles can be completely separated from those of
development, and can focus primarily on the features they think are important. They believe that
testing can follow development or that any one
Kiran Bhumana is a lead engineer at Sun Microsystems,
where he architects and develops integration products.

Photograph by Lya Cattel

By Kiran Bhumana
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feature can be more important than the
quality of that feature. While it’s true
that feature-rich products win more
deals, it’s easily forgotten that product
stability also plays a vital role.
Stability may not get your foot in the
door, but in markets where competition
is stiff and features abundant, quality is
crucial. What’s more, if quality does
come into question, you may not get a
second chance to prove yourself.
Like the development cycle itself,
testing too should span requirements,
design, development and integration.
Here are a few ways to integrate testing
within all the stages of development.

Requirements

Design
The phase of development where there
is least overlap with testing is in the
design phase; however, some overlap
does exist. Further development of test
cases during this phase can help developers get a better picture of how the
software is to be used, which ultimately
will result in a better design.

Development
While code writing begins, the developer also should be writing JUnit tests to
validate that code as it’s built. In cases
where simple JUnit tests aren’t sufficient, appropriate testing needs to be
done such that the functionality isn’t
regressed as code progresses. Teams
with many people adding functionality
don’t want to inadvertently regress each
other’s functionality. Other ways to
achieve this include continuous integration, documentation and peer review.
Test cases yield double the benefit of
documentation alone. They offer more
testing and overall code coverage, and
also serve as a form of unwritten documentation. Once the tests are in place,
no one in his right mind would change
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The development of test cases immediately after requirements can provide a
good understanding of the application’s use cases. A fact so well known as
to become comic is the divide between
what the customer says, what the analyst understands and what the programmer develops. The early development of test and use cases can help
bridge those gaps when they can do
the most good. Test cases don’t necessarily have to be from real-world scenarios; an empirical form of the realworld data can do just as well.

the code and commit those changes if
the tests are failing from those changes.
Attempts to fix the tests to compensate
for changes in code will lead to the discovery of new usage scenarios and new
test cases to match.
During the integration phase,
what’s most needed is tests to prove
that things work as designed or don’t
work as expected. These tests are closest to real-world scenario testing. In
some scenarios, they may actually overlap with what we may call “testing during the staging phase.” But this is typically a test-only phase.
From what I’ve seen as an enterprise
application developer, the testing cycle
plays a major role throughout the project cycle and is an inseparable part of
development. One stage during which
they don’t completely mesh is during
design, but only if design is to be understood primarily as a development-cycle
task. Conversely, the integration phase

is often seen as the tester’s dominion.
Test cases can’t be written easily for
every scenario. And certainly, for some
scenarios, automating a test case is
impossible, or the return on investment
makes it impractical. There also will be
some cases, especially those involving
multi-threaded applications, for which
writing test cases is simply not feasible.

Walking the Category Tightrope
Let’s look further into the implications
of actually having to categorize these
tasks as it’s done today. Categorization
and classification have definite advantages, and categorizing testing and
development tasks in a software project helps you allocate resources properly, share the work, get things done
faster, and focus more on one particular aspect.
To assign work items to people
specifically focused on or trained in the
various testing disciplines, this classificaJULY 2008
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tion of testing and development is helpful. But from a management point of
view, it can be like walking a tightrope.
It’s easy for managers who oversee
development to put the onus of testing
onto the testing team. They
often focus mainly on the
development of product features. The importance of development and testing working
hand-in-hand seems to be lost
on them, as is the classification
that brings all the benefits.
At the same time, I’ve
repeatedly heard that management doesn’t take testing
efforts as seriously as those of
development. Some testing scenarios need to be done at the
end of the testing cycles and
aren’t too tightly coupled with
development.
Management needs to allocate the proper amount of time
for that testing toward the latter part of
the release cycle. For testing tasks that
are tightly coupled with development,
developers need to estimate the time to
finish that task as the time to develop
plus the time it takes to test the feature.
Unfortunately, developers tend to esti-

mate time only for development and
ignore the time for testing, as the culture brewed is such that the testing
team will do the corresponding testing
in the time allowed.

•

be the norm that testing teams and
development teams work in silos. It’s
common knowledge that good communication between testing and development is crucial for a project to succeed.
The point to take home is
that for high-quality products
to be consistently produced,
architects, managers and developers must view testing as
important as development.
Development and testing
should happen simultaneously
in every phase of the project.
The need to classify tasks as
development and testing poses
a management risk that can be
easily overcome if management regards quality as a high
priority.
Development teams should
rely on thorough documentation, multiple peer reviews,
testing through a debugger,
manual testing, and being careful in
those sections of code manually tested. If a company spends 50 percent or
more of its total development
resources on testing, my experience
has shown that a good product will
usually be the result. ý

For high-quality products to be
consistently produced, architects,
managers and developers must view
testing as important as development.
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Coordination Creates Quality
For that to really happen, testing and
development teams need to coordinate
closely for the entirety of the project.
Yet management typically prefers fewer
testers than developers, which leads to
a crunch of resources. It also seems to
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Static/Dynamic Profiling:
The Coming Disconnect
Before I decided to beoccasionally
connected
come famous as a test and
computing, have played
performance pundit, I was
out through the years and
a cheerful, content-generaffected the topic at hand
ating drone at Intel. I
this month: dynamic and
helped to write and edit an
static code analysis.
unending string of case
Publish-Subscribe Guy
studies, whitepapers and
Thomas was and remains
success stories, the majority
one of Intel’s idea guys, a
of which have disappeared
serious right-brain thinker
into the void and are bareGeoff Koch
and trend spotter. At the
ly accessible today even to
start of the decade, Thomas began talkthe most determined Google searcher.
ing about the importance of a new comOf course, this is an age populated
pute model that would still provide a relby power laws and Zipf curves, or, as
atively rich user experience even while
we’re all obligated to point out since
gracefully coping with uneven and someChris Anderson’s October 2004 article
times largely absent network connectivity.
in Wired and subsequent 2006 book,
Even inside the company, it was a bit
long tails. Which means that some of my
of a tough sell. Despite doing robust
work for Chipzilla—note to Intel
business selling chips for servers,
lawyers: blame the cheeky U.K.-based
mobile devices and networking gear,
publication, The Register, for popularizIntel remained a company culturally
ing this one—still yields to the right
oriented around personal computing.
search strings. If you’re bored of readMany thought Intel’s ability to sell
ing all the paeans to Bill Gates, who’s
“more MIPS” hinged more on the
retiring from his day-to-day role at
uptake of broadband Internet connecMicrosoft this month, search for “Reach
tions to PC-stocked homes than on a
for the Sky: Take Your Business Further
software industry that would increasingwith the Right Architecture” by Intel’s
ly code around latency.
chief strategist, Chris S. Thomas.
All the Intel executives of that era
Never mind the publication date of
spoke from same script lamenting the
July 22, 2007. It’s incorrect, a likely
last-mile problem. Quoted in a May 15,
result of all the various content man1998, article in The Irish Times, Intel
agement system and GUI upgrades that
Ireland general manager Frank McCabe
Intel’s public Web sites have endured
said, “The basic core infrastructure in
through the years. In fact, the article
most countries is pretty good. The probprobably appeared sometime around
lem is the last mile to the house, where
2002, if memory serves. The piece, comyou’ve got a very, very narrow pipe, and
missioned and edited by yours truly,
it costs you a lot for the information
written by freelancer Regina Lynn
flowing through that pipe.”
Preciado and based on a few interviews
Intel was concerned enough about
with Thomas, is mildly interesting to me
the general lack of last-mile broadband
for a few reasons.
to take its campaign directly to elected
One, which I’ll get to later, concerns
officials and regulatory agencies. Just two
Preciado, then a completely obscure
weeks after the September 11, 2001, terand struggling writer. The other has to
rorist attacks, the company filed a pleaddo with how some of the ideas
ing with the FCC, asserting that current
expressed, particularly the notion of
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regulations were undermining the delivery of broadband Internet services to
American consumers.
Today, the various incarnations of
broadband wireless networking are well
on their way to providing persistent network connectivity in most settings.
However, somewhere Thomas must be
grinning, because the need to deal with
latency has arguably never been greater.
Always-on connections simply aren’t
practical for mobile devices or for those
Web 2.0-type applications that serve up
and consume a variety of bite-sized services and data.
Praise and profits are heaped on
devices and applications that get latency
right. Consider the publish-and-subscribe successes of the iPhone and
Gmail in light of another of Thomas’
2002 articles, “Increase Efficiency: Put
Your Applications to Work.” That piece,
also ghosted by Preciado, urged developers to “enhance user productivity
through offline functionality, application choice, and integration; and optimize bandwidth by designing out latency and enabling occasionally connected
functionality.”

‘A Big Semantic Gap’
But here’s the rub: what’s compelling
for users has led to no end of complications for developers, particularly those
dealing with test and performance
issues. It turns out that non-determinism is perhaps the main hallmark of
asynchronous applications. That’s just a
fancy way of saying that it’s devilishly
hard to make predictions about how all
that loosely coupled code is going to be
exposed and consumed. And if you
can’t make predictions, it’s a major
Geoff Koch writes about science and technology from Lansing, Mich. Write to him with
your favorite acronym, tech or otherwise, at
koch.geoff@gmail.com.
JULY 2008
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Practices
headache to do the sort of static testing
of mathematical models that underpin
an application.
Fine, you might say. Advances in
dynamic testing and profiling, which
after all deal with the actual behavior of
a program, surely can take up the slack,
and even supplant static profiling, right?
Actually, no. The reason is that static
and dynamic testing and profiling are
almost always complementary; a basic
fact of test and QA life that’s nearly inviolable as, say, the second law of thermodynamics. Testing actual behavior of
code is lightweight but incomplete.
Testing of an application’s mathematical models is comprehensive but expensive in time and resources.
Good coding housekeeping requires
reconciling testing and model-checking
activities, but that’s becoming more difficult because “there is often a big
semantic gap between the code artifacts
that can be executed and tested and the
modeling artifacts that can be verified
using model checkers,” write James R.

Cody and other researchers from
Queen’s University in Ontario in a
paper published July 17, 2006, in
Science of Computer Programming.
The researchers go on to single out
publish-subscribe systems as especially
problematic because “they feature a lot
of non-determinism due to the concurrent execution of components.”
Leave it to the academics to sniff out
thorny problems, but don’t count on
them for easy solutions. For example, in
their paper, the gang from Queen’s
advocates nothing less than the creation
of a new framework built on a new special-purpose language they call ImplicitInvocation Language, or IIL. Sorry, but
learning to use their system sounds like
too much work to solve a problem that,
though real, is also really obscure.
Until an automated solution comes
along, it seems like the best advice is to
pay attention when you’re trying to combine both high-level validation and downin-the-weeds verification of your code,
particularly if you’re an acolyte for—or

victim of—asynchronous systems.
Though I’ve lost touch with him, I
can only imagine that Thomas is
pleased that so many of his ideas about
asynchronous systems have come to
pass. Preciado, the writer who spun
many of his ideas into coherent copy for
Intel’s Web site, has done OK for herself
as well. For years now, she has written
the Sex Drive column at Wired.com
about the most fundamental synchronous human connection of all. Since we
live in an age when our fame is defined
by our ability to be easily found by
Google, I must confess to some jealously of Preciado, who writes for Wired
under the Regina Lynn byline and easily trumps Thomas and me combined in
PageRank prowess.
Which leads to one last mental note,
this one to the writer in me that slavishly craves attention for my brilliant prose
and wants to live forever in the long tail
of content published online: It’s time to
add more edge to Best Practices. And
maybe racy pictures, too. ý
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The Agile Cloud
It’s hard to avoid news
builds that agile developers
about cloud (or grid, or
want. You could do a full
utility) computing these
build per commit to the
days. Amazon’s AWS (Amasource-code management
zon Web Services) include
system, or put builds in the
EC2 (Elastic Compute
hands of developers, forcCloud), which provides
ing them to run “preflight”
scalable computing capacibuilds verifying that their
ty on demand and S3
code
builds
correctly
(Simple Storage Service),
before committing. And
which provides pay-as-youthat means fewer nightly
John Graham-Cumming
go storage space. Google
build breakages.
recently announced the Google App
Second, you’d be able to do builds
Engine, which offers broadly similar
very quickly. Because the number of
functionality to Amazon EC2, albeit with
machines available is scalable, you could
initial support for the Python language
take advantage of parallel build software
only. And there are language-specific
that speeds up builds so that they run in
services such as Heroku (for Ruby on
minutes instead of hours. That’s a game
Rails) or Joyent (for Ruby on Rails, PHP,
changer in itself, as complete builds can
Python and Java), which provide scalathen be done during an espresso break.
ble, on-demand hosting.
That means that build breakages are disThese services all make compute
covered and fixed quickly. No more earlycapacity a utility: the more you need, the
morning discoveries that the build broke,
more you pay for, and you don’t have to
and no more wasting the day figuring out
do special work to make your application
why while the entire engineering team is
scale. For example, Abaca, a Silicon
blocked from committing.
Valley anti-spam service, uses Amazon
Third, you wouldn’t have to worry
EC2 to host its service; this has allowed
about running out of storage space.
them to scale as their business has grown,
Because these cloud services provide
paying only for what they need.
flexible, pay-as-you-eat storage, the
The other big advantage of these
problem of managing storage space for
cloud computing systems is that on top of
the output of builds disappears (or
scaling, there are little to no managebecomes a billing problem). Keep what
ment costs compared to managing hardyou want in the cloud.
ware, operating systems and software. So,
Fourth, putting builds in the cloud
if companies are starting to trust their
makes multi-site, even multi-country
business to cloud computing services
access a breeze.
(and in the case of Google App Engine
Since the builds and source code manand Heroku, trusting them with their
agement are in the cloud, everyone
source code), how can software developacross the globe can access the build
ment itself take advantage of this change?
infrastructure. That means that a U.S.
Imagine having no internal build
West Coast team can use the same build
infrastructure and no internal source
system as an associated team in
code management. Imagine a company
Bangalore or Frankfurt. Companywide
that has put its build into the cloud. First,
build infrastructure means lower costs as
you’d be able to do as many builds simulthere’s only one build system and it’s paid
taneously as you want. You’d never have
for as it’s used.
to wait for a build to finish; just schedule
Last, all these cloud computing sysmore computing resources in the cloud
tems rely on some amount of virtualizaand run the build.
tion (of the operating system and of
That means you can do more regustorage). Virtualization means that hislar builds, but also more of the sorts of
torical builds can be kept with their
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entire tool chain.
For any release, you’d be able to keep
an entire snapshot of the “machines,”
tools and source code that was used to
build the release. Returning to an old
version to do a patch release would be
trivial: no more worrying about having
the right hardware, system libraries or
operating system. The entire virtual environment could be kept (in the cloud)
and used when needed, perhaps months
or years later.
Of course, most companies are wary
about handing their source code to
another entity (although services like
Google AppEngine require that you
hand over the source), so such “build in
the clouds” agility isn’t here today.

Build It Yourself
But you can build it yourself. Racks of
servers are cheaper than ever, virtualization software exists to handle dynamic
scaling across those servers, parallel
build software can be purchased to
make use of multiple machines, and
software production management systems that coordinate the entire process
already exist. Any company can today
build a working “internal cloud” that’s
shared across developers, build teams
and even sites. The software and hardware exists to make builds a true utility
with scalability on demand and high
speed through parallelism.
This internal cloud will lack the scalability of a true cloud solution, and will
likely be more expensive (since you
must buy and maintain servers and system software), but it won’t require
entrusting your source code to a third
party. And an internal cloud won’t offer
the global accessibility you’ll be getting
from a true Internet-based cloud.
But whichever solution you choose,
you get true software production agility: as many builds as you want, builds
that run in minutes, and the ability to
build any version, any time. Once your
build infrastructure is a utility, you’ll
no doubt think of new ways to use it
that I haven’t covered. Drop me a line
with your ideas. ý
John Graham-Cumming is co-founder and
chief scientist at build-tools maker Electric
Cloud.
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VOTING IS NOW OPEN FOR

THE 2008
TESTERS CHOICE
AWARDS
WATCH YOUR E-MAIL BEGINNING JULY 1
FOR YOUR INVITATION TO VOTE.

VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE TEST TOOLS
Your vote enters you for a chance to win an iPod Touch!*
Online voting closes on July 30. Only qualified
subscribers to Software Test & Performance may vote.
Winners will be announced at the
Software Test & Performance Conference Fall 2008,
Sept. 24-26, 2008, in Boston, MA.

"The Testers Choice Awards recognize excellence in software test and performance tools.
The awards encompass the full range of tools designed to improve software quality."

The awards will appear in the November 2008 issue of Software Test & Performance.
Questions? Contact editor Edward J. Correia, at ecorreia@bzmedia.com.
*Winner may choose between the iPod Touch and a $300 Amazon.com Gift Certificate

stpmag.com/testerschoice

A LT E R N AT I V E T H I N K I N G A B O U T Q UA L I T Y M A N AG E M E N T S O F T WA R E:

Make Foresight 20/20.
Alternative thinking is “Pre.” Precaution. Preparation. Prevention.
Predestined to send the competition home quivering.
It’s proactively designing a way to ensure higher quality in your
applications to help you reach your business goals.
It’s understanding and locking down requirements ahead of
time—because “Well, I guess we should’ve” just doesn’t cut it.
It’s quality management software designed to remove the
uncertainties and perils of deployments and upgrades, leaving
you free to come up with the next big thing.

Technology for better business outcomes. hp.com/go/quality
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